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Hall Challenge Shield 1998 

 

Hall Challenge Shield 1998, the first College Sports Day. It all started because Stephen Hall-Jones said “can you 

organize a bit of sport”. This event was called off early, before the Mayor arrived to present the toilet seat. 

Modified Sport Called for 

 

 

 

Not exactly rocket science, dopamine hits required, it’s gotta to be fun or else we go do something/nothing 

else. 



Mighty Toroa 
 

 

Located above the two four dairy, these seven came to play. Score unknown, but by the look of it the game 

was one hundred percent fun. Note, their right arm being supported by their left fist, this is classical Toroan 

customary practice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hire a Hess 

 

This is an ad 

If you are short of lighting, Hire a Hess (from Earnscleugh). This Hess lighting tower comes with a battery 

powered cellular telephone and a well dressed multi-purpose Hess. 

Quickplay 

 
This is an ad 

We advocate for the quickplay goal system as it folds up and sits in a bag, perfect for cross field modified, 

inclusive, participatory Collegiate activity. Thank you Steph. 



Satake’s are Back 
 

 
We knew it, the man who’s represented more Colleges than Ashley Day is back. Little Brian 

also tagged along and felt extremely comfortable with big Brian showing us the ‘nice on Stu’. 

Inter-College Oranges 

 

This is what half-time oranges look like if you were flying past at a very low altitude. The 

Oranges are now a feature of the Inter-college, vitamin C rich and now the leading nutritional 

supplement of choice for collegians. 



Alternative Injury Treatment methods trialled 

 

An injured calf was treated with an Inter-College sausage, the effect was amazing, the pain 

went away, the calf repaired itself.  

 

 

 

 



Gus Porter at Graduation 

 
Banned but not out, Gus briefly visited Victoria Kurtovich’s graduation. Victoria, Chris and Rebecca 

were ‘on the go’ when Gus found them. Chris went on to ref one belter of a final in the mens rugby. 

Chris, you are going places.. 

Sausage and Smash Brown Combo 

 

 

Getting ready for the Collegians were Caleb and Stephanie who single handledly ran the comp and set up the collegians 

favourite of Smash Brown combo – sausage, hash browns mashed,sauce and bread. 

 



Titanic Battle …… for Firewood  

 

Both Rachael Carson and Andy Walne were feeling the cold, today was a bit chilly but all good if you were from Unicol 

who took the firewood in the men’s rugger. 

What A Drag 

 
Take a bow Arana College (Sara Colombo), the two in the middle won this drag hands down. They had been in 

preparation mode with well fitted dress and exquisite dance moves topped with a heart wrenching speech about world 

peace. The drag queen on the left was called Harlene Hayne and she was visionary. 

 

 



After winning the final…  

 
Andy Walne, after winning the final tidied up, we think this speaks big. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


